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Navet [hub] in Sudsvall 
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The ’Navet’ project 
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Retail markets of illicit drugs 

opperate similarly to legal 

markets (Wood et al., 2004) 

Police crackdown operations have 

limited effect (Best, Strang, Beswick, 

& Gossop, 2001; Dovey, Fitzgerald, 

& Choi, 2001; Maher & Dixon, 1999; 

Mazerolle, Price, & Roehl, 2000)  

Tough police intervention may 

change quality of drugs and 

increase motivation for drug use 

(Galenianos, Pacula, & Persico, 

2012)  

Comprehensive analysis 
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Type and sources of data 

QUANTITATIVE 

1- Registers and datasets 

     * Reported crime (police + NFC) 

     * Confiscations/ seizures (Customs) 

     * Death registers 

     * Medical prescribed drugs 

     * Media dataset 

     * Commerce indicators 

2- Surveys 

     * General population (random) 

     * Schools (census) 

QUALITATIVE 

3- Ethnographic observation 

4- Focus group/ Individual interviews 

     * Key informants 

     * High-risk drug users 

     * Users in OST 

     * Ex-cons 

     * Parents 

     * Commerce leaders 

     * Commerce employees 

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 
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Results: Police data 

2016 – TOTAL CRIME 

      * City and close neighbourhoods, N = 4373 

      * Inner city, N = 580 (13.3%) 

      * Navet, N = 159 (3.6 %, 27.4%) 

37% 

20% 

17% 

26% 

Type of crime - Navet 

Drug-related crime

Violent offenses

Theft

Other offenses
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Results: Interviews with high-risk users (N = 10) 

• Age: 21-42 years 

• Length of use: 5 – 25 years 

• Unemployed 

• Homeless 

• Social isolated 

Navet is associated to the supply of drugs... 
Subject 1: ”I do not want to be on the hub [Navet], but you’ll get it all [types of drugs]. Unfortunately, it seems so. It’s terrible, 
realy, if you think it’s so open [easy access]” 

... and alcohol 
Subject 3: ”I [...] wait [until] 10 o’clock to go to Systembolaget [liquor store] and [...] buy some beer to get rid of the worst” 

Navet is not a place to spend time or to sleep at nights 
Subject 7: ”Now I am sleeping on SJ [train station], like a vagrant, but not so... But that-yes” 
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Results: Ethnographic observation 

Individuals who seem have no role 

on the drug trade 

Individuals who seem have a role 

on the drug trade 

Bus 

takers 

Mental ill 

Restaurant 

visitors Beggars 

Heavy 

drug 

users 

Juveniles 

Alcohol 

users 
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Results: Environmental design analysis 
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Aim Method Principles 

Risks 

Social prevention 

Situational prevention 

Individual prevention 
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